
Nº Bedrooms: 5 Nº Bathrooms: 6 Parking M² built: 622 m² M² plot: 1625 m² Terrace Wifi Private pool
Private garden Air conditioning Dishwasher TV Washing machine

Welcome to Villa, a stunning 5-bedroom, 5.5-bathroom retreat nestled in the picturesque surroundings of Nueva Andalucia, just moments away from the renowned Los Naranjos golf course. This contemporary
villa offers a perfect blend of style and comfort, providing an ideal setting for your Marbella getaway.

Boasting beautiful finishings and furnishings, Villa exudes modern Scandinavian charm, with sleek lines and minimalist design elements creating a chic and inviting atmosphere. From the golf course views to the
majestic backdrop of La Concha mountain, every aspect of this home is designed to inspire.

Step inside Villa and discover a spacious and airy interior, with ample space for families to relax and unwind. The open-plan layout seamlessly connects the living, dining, and kitchen areas, providing a perfect
space for gathering and entertaining.

Outside, the villa features a lovely outdoor pool, where guests can enjoy a refreshing swim or simply soak up the sunshine on the terrace. For those seeking relaxation, the pool can be heated for an additional fee,
ensuring year-round enjoyment.

Conveniently located just a moment away from the Los Naranjos golf course, Villa offers easy access to amenities, restaurants, and entertainment options, as well as being a short drive from the vibrant hub of
Puerto Banús. With parking space for 2 cars, this villa provides both convenience and comfort for your Marbella adventure.

Escape to Villa and experience the perfect combination of luxury and relaxation in the heart of Nueva Andalucia. Your dream vacation awaits.

Please note that we welcome families and couples only, no groups under 30, and no hen or stag parties. Should you fall outside of this category but wish to book nonetheless, please send us an enquiry detailing
a bit more about yourself and the group that you will be travelling with so we can request this for you.
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